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Editorial

A function of myelin is to protect axons from subsequent

injury: implications for de®cits in multiple sclerosis

Once it was thought that the mechanism for development

of permanent neurological de®cits in multiple sclerosis was

understood. Demyelination, the pathological hallmark of

the multiple sclerosis lesion, was the culprit. Elegant

physiological studies demonstrated that demyelination

results in conduction slowing and, in particular, conduction

block (McDonald and Sears, 1969). These observations

appeared suf®cient to explain the majority of de®cits in

multiple sclerosis. However, clinical observations began to

challenge this hypothesis. With the development of MRI,

clinicians saw patients with extensive white matter lesion

load with minimal or no neurological de®cits. Pathological

studies demonstrated that lesions observed by MRI were

indeed demyelinated and frequently involved eloquent

areas of CNS that should have resulted in neurological

de®cits. Autopsy series made it clear that substantial

demyelination, suf®cient to make the pathological diagno-

sis of multiple sclerosis, can be observed in individuals

who during life remained normal in neurological function

(Mews et al., 1998). Patients with essentially normal

vision have been documented in which the optic nerve and

its tracts were completely demyelinated.

The hypothesis that I favour is that demyelination is

necessary, but not suf®cient, for development of permanent

de®cits in multiple sclerosis. Demyelination predisposes

axons to subsequent secondary injury. This secondary injury

to the axon may be the result of either (i) T cell cytotoxicity,

or (ii) the failure of local target-derived neurotrophic support

from death of myelinating oligodendrocytes. This hypothesis

implies that one of the primary functions of myelin is to

protect the axon from injury. The corollary of this hypothesis

is that any strategy that promotes remyelination will be

neuroprotective. Unknown is how long an axon can remain

demyelinated in the human CNS. This hypothesis would

predict only two possible outcomes for the demyelinated

axon: (i) degeneration and death of parent neuron, and (ii)

remyelination with associated axonal protection (Fig. 1).

How does this hypothesis reconcile with the progression of

clinical de®cits in a large cohort of multiple sclerosis

patients? In this issue of Brain, Confavreux et al. (2003)

tell us that clinical variables such as gender, age, course,

number of relapses, and recovery from relapses predict the

course of early disease. However, once the patient reaches a

certain threshold of disability, the course is progressive and

these variables are not predictive. A plausible explanation is

that the early phase of disease is primarily explained by the

in¯ux of in¯ammatory cells and associated demyelination. In

contrast, once demyelination is established and repair mech-

anisms exhausted, axonal degeneration ensues in a predict-

able manner. Thus the factors that contribute to the early

events of the disease do not contribute to the second (axonal)

phase of disease (Fig. 1).

What are the implications of this hypothesis to treatment

and management? All current treatments have focused on

controlling the early phase of disease. The hope has been that

if in¯ammation is controlled, then demyelination will not

take place; and therefore permanent de®cits will be pre-

vented. The study by Confavreux et al. (2003) raises major

concerns as to the basis of this supposition. All our current

treatments have been approved based primarily on the fact

that they decrease relapse rate and decrease gadolinium

enhancing MRI lesions (a surrogate for preventing in¯am-

mation). The clinical trials, as well as the predictions from

Confavreux et al., tell us clearly that our current treatment

approaches are having no effect on permanent and accumu-

lating de®cits. Demyelination and in¯ammation are possibly

independent contributors to the development of lesions. The

mounting evidence that in¯ammation is necessary for myelin

repair confounds the problem (Hammarberg et al., 2000;

Bieber et al., 2001). The primary conclusion from this

hypothesis is that the major therapeutic focus should be on

early and rapid remyelination. This will turn out to be the

most effective neuroprotective strategy. The ultimate goal of

our therapies has to be to prevent axonal dysfunction, injury

and loss.

Animal experiments began to cast doubt on the hypothesis

that demyelination is suf®cient to explain permanent de®cits

in multiple sclerosis. Using a viral murine model of multiple

sclerosis, investigators at the Mayo Clinic showed that in

mice with deletion of the MHC Class I arm of the immune

response, profound demyelination of the spinal cord can

occur despite normal neurological function (Rivera-QuinÄones

et al., 1998). Even physiological function was preserved,

likely due to the up-regulation and redistribution of sodium
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channels along demyelinated axons. Retrograde labelling

experiments demonstrated failure of axonal transport in mice

with demyelination and functional de®cits. However, axonal

transport was preserved in demyelinated mice with deletion

of MHC Class I (Ure and Rodriguez, 2002). Depletion of

antigen-speci®c cytotoxic T cells restricted to an immuno-

dominant peptide resulted in preservation of neurological

function (Johnson et al., 2001). This was the ®rst demon-

stration that CD8 positive T cells restricted to Class I MHC

alleles may be the main players in axonal injury and

permanent de®cits. Of interest, recent pathological studies

show that CD8 positive T cells are the most common subset

of T cells in the multiple sclerosis brain (Babbe et al., 2000).

CD8 T cells are statistically associated with axonal injury in

multiple sclerosis (Bitsch et al., 2000). In addition, CD8 T

cells have been shown to injure neurons and transect axons

in vitro (Medana et al., 2001).
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Fig. 1 Demyelination in multiple sclerosis occurs by two major
mechanisms: (A) primary injury to the myelin sheath with relative
preservation of oligodendrocytes, or (B) direct injury to
oligodendrocytes (oligodendrogliopathy). Following demyelination
of the axon there is either (i) remyelination with axonal
preservation, or (ii) axonal death. Remyelination can take place by
either surviving mature oligodendrocytes, or more likely by the
recruitment of progenitor oligodendrocytes that mature into
myelinating cells. Axonal death occurs as a result of either the
in¯ammatory response, in particular MHC Class I restricted CD8
positive T cells, or by the failure of local neurotrophic support as
a result of injury to glial cells.
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